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Competitions in 2018

2nd FAI World Speed Skydiving Championships, Australia 2018

CJ: Angelika Mittasch
31 competitors from 12 NACs – Australia, Austria, Belgium, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Poland, Russia, Switzerland, Sweden, United Kingdom and United States of America.
All 8 rounds were done, the sum of the 5 best jumps were counted.

There were set 2 Competition Records:
  ○ Continental record of Oceania (Tim Kolln, Australia, Round 1)
  ○ Continental record of Oceania (Shane Turner, Australia, Round 6)

The competitors open meeting was held right after the competitions.
IPC SP committee has informed competitors about the committees proposal to use GPS measurement in 2019 and to approve FlySight as SMD for Speed Skydiving. All competitors and team managers present agreed to that proposal. The change to GPS measurement and the proposals given in this competitor
meeting will lead to a big change of the SP CR rules as well. Summary of the proposed changes during the competitors meeting and to be discussed in the committee:

- FlySight approved SMD
- Exit Procedure: 90° turn after exit mandatory
- Composition of Delegations: the number of competitors shall be raised
- SMD: use of one SMD
- Measurement Zone: change from 2.700-1.700 to 4.000-1.700 meters
- Speed Calculation: change from average speed to peak speed
- Break Off Altitude (End of Measurement Zone): violations may lead to a penalty
- Throw Away Rounds: change to all rounds counting

The committee will take care not to put too many changes to the new version of the SP Competition Rules.

Judging Courses

In 2018 two FAI Judge Training Courses were held. One course was conducted at the Open Austrian Speed Skydiving Nationals in Hohenems (two attendants, 1 from Germany, 1 from Switzerland, both passed the course). One course was conducted at the 2nd FAI World Speed Skydiving Championships in Australia (two attendants, both from Australia, one passed the course). An FAI judges rating in Speed Skydiving was awarded to: Christian Labhart SUI, Holger Enderlin GER and Barrie Bremner AUS.

Competitions in 2019

Bid from United Kingdom (TBD):
The 3rd European Championships of Speed Skydiving 2019
The 4th FAI World Cup of Speed Skydiving 2019
Bristol, UK

And I would like to say big thanks and appreciation to the all committee members for the hard and very

valuable work they have been doing during the year!

Aliya Ananina
Chair of the IPC SP committee.